
 
 

 

A Well Read Monster Still Makes Enemies 

Halloween is quickly approaching and that means breaking out the 

fangs, bolts, toilet paper, and ripped shirts to embody those classic 

monsters.  Yes, I am talking about Dracula, Frankenstein’s 

Monster, the Mummy, and the Wolf Man.  They are the original 

masters of horror, still giving us nightmares ever since they appeared on a page.  The stuff of 

legend and folklore, these monsters have been portrayed as terrifying, vicious, elegant, and even 

slightly misunderstood.  Yet, they remain an important part of the horror canon and still trend 

every October.  Just ask Universal Studios as both theme parks in Hollywood and Orlando will 

feature a classic monster haunted house.  Henry County Library System has been searching our 

shelves to figure out what may influence these monsters’ thoughts.   What makes monsters tick?  

In short, what books would they read?  Let’s find out, shall we? 

Count Dracula’s Picks:  

Count Dracula embodies charm and allure.  He is elegant, well bred, and 

exceedingly poised.  Dracula has most definitely read the following:  

Multicultural Manners: Essential Rules of Etiquette for the 21st 

Century by Norine Dresser 

This book provides the ultimate guide for etiquette in a variety of cross-

cultural situations and numerous modern settings.  Learn about other 

cultures and the appropriate thing to say and do in all types of 

circumstances. 

Dracula seems at-ease in all situations; he certainly has the right words to say 

and manners to match.  He suggests that you too should practice your 

manners. 

The Historian by Elizabeth Kostova 

This romantic and adventurous novel follows an academic’s quest to find 

history’s most legendary monster after the murder of another professor.    

Dracula likes to keep ahead of those who hunt them; you can bet he has 

read this one.  He dares you to travel across Europe to find him, if you have 

the nerve. 

 

Dark Shadows: Heiress of Collinwood by Lara Parker 

A young governess comes to the old, stately mansion of Collinwood for 

work, but meets the famed vampire Barnabas Collins in this dark, romantic 

novel. 

Dracula knows how to attract pretty, unsuspecting young girls; he may have 

even given Barnabas Collins lessons.  
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Frankenstein’s Monster’s Picks: 

Frankenstein’s Monster is not the lumbering, neck-bolted freak as depicted in 

the movies.  In Mary Shelley’s novel, he thinks, reads, and speaks, a rather 

intelligent and articulate fellow.  Frankenstein’s Monster is on the search for other misunderstood 

characters and suggests the following:  

Mary’s Monsters: Love, Madness, and How Mary Shelley 

Created Frankenstein by Lita Judge 

This dark and intense young adult biography of Frankenstein’s gifted author 

Mary Shelley is a graphic novel, told through free verse poetry.  Mary’s life 

story is one of hurt, sorrow, and passion, qualities that fueled her 

masterwork.  Mary’s Monsters is a beautiful, fully illustrated book, suitable 

for teens and adults alike.  

Fueled by a desire for his master to acknowledge him, Frankenstein’s 

Monster is equally interested in learning all he can about Victor’s creator.  

Perhaps, she holds the key to become accepted by these human creatures. 

 

The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein by Kiersten White 

Experience this young adult horror fiction and retelling of Frankenstein 

from the character Elizabeth Lavenza’s point of view.  It is a sinister and 

chilling tale of what one woman would willingly endure just to survive. 

Frankenstein’s Monster believes it is time enough for Elizabeth to tell her 

own story.  The Monster wonders what her life must be like and who is the 

fiend that the good, reassuring woman truly fears?  

 

 

 The Golem and the Jinni by Helene Wecker 

This debut novel seamlessly blends elements of fantasy, history, and magic.  

Follow a golem, a mythical creature made of clay, as she attempts to pass as 

human in the tenements of New York City at the turn of the 19
th

 century.   

Frankenstein’s Monster is certainly pleased to find another creature out 

there who struggles to understand and be accepted by humans.  Can the 

Golem find a mate and, perhaps, love just like Frankenstein’s Monster so 

desperately craves?  

 

 



 
 

 

The Mummy’s Picks 

He is shuffling, groaning, and always moaning.  This cloth-wrapped legend pines 

for a way to bring back his long, lost princess back to life.  Call the Mummy a 

hopeless romantic.  But, this Egyptian priest has these following tomes secreted away 

in his tomb:    

 

The Mummy or Ramses the Damned by Anne Rice 

This romantic horror novel follows a British archaeologist who has awakened 

the mummy, Pharaoh Ramses II, in 1914 England.  The Mummy is now 

cursed to wander the earth, desperate to resurrect his beloved Egyptian 

Queen Cleopatra.  Go figure, it is a bad idea.   

The Mummy recommends this read as he knows what it is like to have pesky, 

British archaeologists attempt to spoil his plans.  He is also not above 

threatening the rest of the world to save his love.   
 

The Murder of King Tut by James Patterson and Martin Dugard 

This thriller is an attempt to discover what happened to the child ruler.  It is a 

tale of betrayal that searches for answers to an ancient mystery.  Did King Tut 

die of disease or something more sinister?   

The Mummy is interested in what misfortunes he can bring, and the Curse of 

King Tut is certainly one he does not mind researching.  Ever since 

Egyptologist Howard Carter discovered King Tut’s tomb in 1922, the legend 

of the mummy became fixed in popular culture.  The Mummy suggests you 

read his recommendation, lest you too fall to the curse of the pharaohs.  

 

Reawakened by Colleen Houck 

This New York Times bestselling young adult novel is the first in a trilogy 

following a young, privileged New Yorker, Lilliana Young, and an ancient 

mummy prince as they journey to the Valley of the Kings.  Can they stop 

the God of Chaos from taking over the world before time runs out? 

Canopic jars, curses, gods and goddesses, oh the nostalgia.  It reminds the 

Mummy of home.  He is a sappy sentimentalist who cannot resist those 

teenage romance adventures.  The Mummy hopes these characters share a 

better fate than he and his undead love. 



 
 
 

The Wolf Man’s Picks 

Poor Lawrence Talbot is a mild mannered, but ill-fated man, bitten by a 

supernatural creature.  Oh well, just plain bad luck, we suppose.  Now, Talbot 

is the cursed Wolf Man, but he still likes to read.  Mind you, his tastes are 

quite a bit different nowadays.  Wolf Man howls for the following:   

Full Moon City edited by Darrell Schweitzer and Martin 

Greenberg 

This supernatural anthology is a collection of nine short stories from some 

of the finest fantasy, horror, and science fiction writers.  Included in the 

book are “La Llune T'attend” by Peter S. Beagle and Holly Black’s “The 

Aarne-Thompson Classification Revue.”  These werewolves prowl the city 

streets.   

The Wolf Man enjoys a change of scenery every now and again.  He is 

rather a modern monster and suggests this book for those wolves attempting to navigate the urban 

jungle. 

Wolves at Our Door: The Extraordinary Story of the Couple who 

Lived with the Wolves by Jim and Jamie Dutcher 

Wildlife filmakers Jim and Jamie Dutcher spent six years researching and living 

with a pack of wolves in Idaho’s Sawtooth Mountains.  Their memoir is a 

deeply moving look into man’s relationship with these magnificant creatures. 

The Wolf Man highly recommends this true story, if only to spread 

conservation awareness.  After all, he has to learn to live with both his human 

and animal half. 

 Blood Red by Mercedes Lackey  

Grab your ax and shield for a retelling of “Little Red Riding Hood.”  This 

fantasy adventure follows Rosamund, a hunter, who must stop a sinister 

power responsible for a series of murders in the Transylvanian countryside. 

Ahh, the prey becomes the hunter in this recommendation.  The Wolf Man 

laughs if you think a young girl can stop his fellow werewolves.  He keeps 

one step ahead of those who stalk him. 

 

Check Them Out! So, do any of these titles make you quiver with fear?  You can check 

out any of these books at Henry County Libraries with your PINES card.  If they are not available, 

you can place a hold or request from another system.  Halloween is just around the corner, and 

there is no better time than now to read a monsterous tale.  Dracula, Frankenstein’s Monster, the 

Mummy, and Wolf Man thank you for checking out their recommendations and supporting your 

local library.  After all, we must keep their legends alive, and remember a well read monster still 

makes enemies.   


